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Abstract
It is relevant encourage the importance of the interrelation
among the science and technology of food, nutrition and preventive
medicine in the information for consumers, and in the development
of products for special diets. Indeed, these concepts have been
established from the age-old basis that are practiced, even today,
with Chinese medicine, and is refreshed recently with the uses of the
terms: food for special diet or functional foods. A high quality diet
including functional food or functional ingredients, accompanied
by physical activity and a non-smoking policy, is one of the most
promising factors in primary and secondary prevention of NonCommunicable Diseases. Moreover, if the develop of products for
special diets is encouraged, and practiced, it shall diminishing
diseases and save hospital cost to the government.
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Food science and preventive medicine

Since ancient times it has established the role of diet in the
prevention of disease, Hippocrates (Greece, ca. 460 b.C. - 380
b.C), considered the father of modern medicine taught a scientific
manner, many diseases and their treatment after detailed
observation, postulating one of his important aphorisms: “Let
your food be your medicine, and let your medicine be your
food”. At this time already Hippocrates was driving the idea of
preventive medicine. He had conceived schemes by observation
on environmental causes of the diseases, emphasizing not only in
the diet, but on the generally the patient’s life and how it should
affect their health and convalescence [1].
The traditional Chinese medicine preventive basis, medical
system with over 3000 years old [2,3] the aphorisms of the
Hippocratic writing, and the philosophical principles “La vie est
une fonction chimique” advanced by Lavoisier in the 18th Century
(Antoine-Laurent Lavoisier, 1743-1794)[4]that establish the
chemical basis of nutrition, converge in of four of the key nutrition
concepts [5].

1. Foods provide energy (calories), nutrients, and other
substances needed for growth and health. The most
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compelling reason for to eat is the need of calories,
nutrients, and other substances supplied by foods;

2. Health problems related to nutrition originate within the

cell. Cells are the main employer of the nutrients. All body
process required for grown and health, take place within
cells and the fluid that surrounds them. Functions of each
cell are maintained by the nutrients it receives. Problems
arise when a cells need for nutrients, differs from the
available supply;

3. Poor nutrition can result from inadequate or excessive
level of nutrient intake. For each nutrient, every individual
has a range of optimal intake that produces the best level
for cell and body function. On either side of the optimal
range are levels of intake associated with impaired body
function;

4. Humans have adaptive mechanisms for managing

fluctuations in nutrient intake. Healthy humans are
equipped with a number of adaptive mechanisms that
partially protect the body from poor health due to
fluctuation in dietary intake. In the context of nutrition,
adaptive mechanism act to conserve nutrients when
dietary supply is low and to eliminate them when they are
present in excessively high amount.

It means that managing adequately the dietary regime of
those individual from the earliest years of growing could prevent
impaired body function and provide them a body healthy.
However different situations on individual life could prevent
that this panacea could be real. People have to be aware the
food they are consuming and the balance to reach a healthy
body, but that is not the real situation. According to [6] there are
diverse factors that affect food choices by consumers: Individual
physiological changes, psychological, cultural and cognitive
factors, psychomotor ability, resources available, health and
disease, convenience, drug–nutrient interactions. Consumers
have limitations that must be overcome; even the health
professionals have shown incongruence in its consumer habits. It
was detected from a data analysis of survey health professionals
of two distant regions [7] that the impact of the diet is a medium
risk to the health of these individuals, because the predominant
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food of their diets, were the saturated fat and sodium, in addition
to a low consumption of antioxidants, fiber and calcium. During
academic training, the health professionals must receive basic
knowledge about a healthy diet. It is assumed, that they should
be privileged people with ideological and practical resources, to
avoid habits eating, that affecting their own health.

A high quality diet including functional food or functional
ingredients, accompanied by physical activity and a non-smoking
policy, is one of the most promising factors in primary and
secondary prevention of Non-communicable diseases (NCDs)
[8). NCDs are widely associated to dietary habits; millions of
deaths worldwide were due to NCDs, including cardiovascular
diseases (coronary heart diseases, cerebrovascular diseases
such as strokes, and peripheral vascular diseases), obesity,
diabetes, cancers, etc. Most of these deaths were in low- and
middle-income countries [8-23]. Providentially, NCDs could be
prevented and controlled by an adequate managing the dietary
regime of the individual.

Despite the consensus that several conditions in the lives
of conventional consumers, or consumers with physiological or
metabolic disorders could be prevented, and/or controlled with
special dietary regimes, still there are not a very specific sector
from industry and government, which engaged its production,
research and policy to fill the deficient space of food for special
regimes. Then, plus food production, targeting consumers
with conventional diets, it also should be produced food for
consumers with non-communicable diseases controlled with
special diets regimes. It means that have to be produced foods
with manufacture and sensorial quality using same procedures
to obtain food similar to those produced either to conventional
consumers or typical food in regions where the consumers live
[24,25]. An example could be those microwavable dishes, but
for diabetic or hypertension consumers, or pizzas for celiac,
“catalinas” for diabetic. “Catalina is a kind of brown sugared
regional bread consumed by Venezuelan people.
Before to setting out solutions, it is imperative to classify the
consumers in the same order that have to be manufactured the
foods. Thus consumer can be classified such as:

1.

Conventional consumers;

3.

Consumers with physiological metabolic disorders
advised or controlled with dietary food related to chronic
non-communicable diseases (NCDs)

2.

•

Conventional consumers with special dietary regime:
Infants, vegetarians, athletes, seniors are included in this
line;

Conventional consumers could be defined as those
consumers that physiological are healthy, and another
group that are conscious of the existent relationship
between nutrition and health. This last group of
consumer is reading literature in regards nutrition, food
composition, diseases and its causes, etc. They are aware
on the food composition, reading the food label and
balancing of its consumptions. Today many young adults

•

•
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in Generation X engage in a variety of activities to learn
more about food [26]. Adolescents also have conscience
which harmfully could be the excessive consumption of
some food ingredients. The majority of this consumers
combine its elected food intake with a life style where
include activities; such as sports, non-tabaquism, low
liquor drinking, etc.

Conventional consumers with special dietary regimes;
such as infants, vegetarians, athletes, seniors among
other, are those individual that despite not having
a disease are needing a special dietary regimes due
their status of live. Some on them such as the senior
consumers, if not attended, they could pass to the status
of the NCDs

Controlled with dietary food because are suffering of a
Chronic Non-Communicable diseases (NCDs). The World
Health Organization [21], considered Non-Communicable
Diseases as the leading cause of death and disability
worldwide. Worldwide has rapidly increased the burden
of NCDs, representing the largest health burden in
developed countries, and a rapidly growing problem in
developing countries. In most of the developed world,
three out of four deaths are due to cardiovascular disease,
cancer, accidents and other illnesses such as diabetes,
hypertension, chronic respiratory disease, osteoporosis
and some musculoskeletal disorders, such as major
problems. Chronic diseases are increasing worldwide,
regardless of region or social class. One of the induced
disorders by ingestion of psychotropic for medication, or
addiction need to be also referred. A major concern about
the increase of metabolic disorders rates associated with
medication use to treat severe mental illnesses (SMI)
exist. Psychotropic medications have come to play an
increasingly central role in the treatment of psychiatric
disorders and many patients consuming psychotropic
drugs as medication tend to become obese and they are
sensitive to the diseases mentioned above [27,28].

It is of imperative reflection, that despite the topic is quite
discussed at the literature, and by consensus, the consequences
of these diseases can be reversible or irreversible unchangeable
controllable, there exist not many practical disposition from
those taking decisions.
In this context the role of nutrition, education and its links to
food science and technology is to induce consumers to improve
their diet and produce food in order to provide resources
available and convenience to the consumers.

This simple goal is not an easy task. Individuals should receive
information, develop skills to integrate and apply information
and be encouraged to apply for it. That is, in nutrition education,
there must be a multidisciplinary interplay, which shall include
food science, nutrition and preventive medicine. Likewise,
nutrition should not be considered as an isolated factor, but as
a component of a lifestyle. It means that improving our diet in
conjunction with other positive behavioral changes, such as,
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health and physical activity, can have a better impact than just
improving nutrition. Moreover, food processors have to be
encouraged by government policy in order to produce foods for
special regimes, and completely fill the empty that today exist for
these consumers.

As was discussed before, the close relationship between
health and food is recognized, reason why, from a time ago, it
has been developing products and foods modified in composition
by reduction, elimination or addition of nutrients in order to
help prevent deficiencies and prevent excesses harmful health.
However the efforts are no important and must be deepened
by research entities, government and industries.It has even
been defined a term: “Foods for Special Dietary Uses”. They
are those foods which are specially processed or formulated to
satisfy particular dietary requirements which exist because of
a particular physical or physiological condition and/or specific
diseases and disorders and which are presented as such. The
composition of these foodstuffs must differ significantly from
the composition of ordinary foods of comparable nature, if such
ordinary foods exist. [29].
The Food and Drug Administration U.S. and in the Code of
Federal Regulations, 2 define the use of special dietary foods
(Committee on Nutrition of the American Academy of Pediatrics)
[30] such as:
a) Uses for supplying particular dietary needs which exist
because of a physical, physiological, pathological, or other
condition , including but not limited to the conditions of
diseases, convalescence, pregnancy, lactation, allergic
hypersensitivity to food, [ and be ] underweight and
overweight ;
b) Uses for supplying particular dietary needs which exist
by reason of age, including but not limited to the ages of
infancy and childhood;

c) Uses to complement or strengthen the usual or ordinary
diet with any vitamin, mineral, or other dietary property.
Any particular use of a food is special, regardless of
whether such food also purports to be or is represented
for general dietary use.

Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare (MHLW) [31] have
defined the Food for Specified Health Uses (FOSHU); as foods
containing ingredient with functions for health and officially
approved to claim its physiological effects on the human
body.  FOSHU is intended to be consumed for the maintenance/
promotion of health or special health uses by people who wish
to control health conditions, including blood pressure or blood
cholesterol.  In order to sell a food as FOSHU, the assessment for
the safety of the food and effectiveness of the functions for health
is required, and the claim must be approved by the MHLW.
Science and food technology is a multidisciplinary field
that has an extensive field or range, extending from the study
of food selection, manufacturing, and reaching the effects of a
specific component of health or functional ingredient. Education,
industry, and consumers play together a role in nutrition policy.
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The food industry and food research, have a social responsibility
to implement and disseminate education in the community.
His responsibilities include initiatives, funds, and disseminate
research based on scientific knowledge toward the professionals,
and consumers. Industry must to develop healthy products
that include in their composition, the nutrition label and the
ingredient list. Another responsibility of the industry, shall define
as the consumer will develop the skills to use the information
being supplied and motivate them to use it, adapting this
information to each specific group. For this purpose you must
use a lot of imagination and creativity, in fact the food industry
has the highest chance, than any other sector to inform effective
messages through advertisements. Moreover, the academy must
promote and conduct research related to cases of health and
nutrition, study the market, and consumers with their needs and
realities, share and interrelate information obtained in order to
have a close connection problems related to industry and society.
There exist a large consumer demand and a vast scientific
knowledge of the food constituents, which can prevent disease.
Since ancient times, man dreams of defeating disease and thus
prolongs its life. It is a currently consensus related to disease
prevention, anti -aging, energy, and immunity, that it has the full
attention of the consumers.
The marketing of food products for disease prevention and
treatment is common place. It is for this reason that the concepts
of diet and special dietary functional foods arise. The tender must
be developed for a consumer with problems of cardiovascular
disease, hyperlipidaemia, diabetes, obesity, stress, heart disease,
osteoporosis, high cholesterol, cancer. The vision of food as
preventive medicine continues to grow. The presence of phyto
chemicals and nutrients in vegetables and grains inducing
consumer products will continue to move closer to healthy states
through food. At the same time, the market for “nutraceuticals”
or functional and mature special schemes offering food and
beverages, not only to improve the lifestyle and sports, but for
those consumers with risk factors and chronic conditions major
diseases [32-35].

Conclusion

There exist a narrow relationship among the science and
technology of food, nutrition and preventive medicine. It is by
consensus that if it is adequately managed to the dietary regime
of those individuals, from the earliest years of growing could
prevent impaired body function and provide them a body healthy.
Food processors have to be encouraged by government policy in
order to produce foods for special regimes, and completely fill
the empty that today exist for these consumers. It has also to be
addressed to develop of the food for special regimes using the
local raw material and elaborating folkloric food. Although this
concept has been handled long time ago, their understanding
has been slow, and in the last decades that it has been giving
importance with the definition of functional foods. Encouraging
develop of products for special diets, will diminish diseases, and
for hence will save hospital cost to the government.
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